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***FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE - MEDIA ALERT ***

Nytec Discusses Carnival Corporation IoT Experience at CES Wearable Technology Summit
Vince Ball, Nytec VP Product Innovation Center, on ‘Wearables at Work and Play” Panel
What: Panel discussion – Vince Ball, Nytec VP of Product Innovation Center, joins Robin Raskin,
founder of Living in Digital Times to look at and discuss smart wearables. Ball will share Nytec’s role
as a development partner for the design, engineering, and manufacturing management of the overall
Internet of Things (IoT) hardware technology and intelligence sensor network platform introduced at
CES by Carnival Corporation. In his talk, Ball will review why systems like it will become more prevalent
as personalized IOT devices will be implemented across a number of industries from smart city to
hospitals, to government.
When: Saturday January 7, 2017; 10:30 – 11:15 am, PT
Where: Venetian, Marcello 4405, Las Vegas, NV
Why: From the business executive to the construction worker, from the world traveler to the
homebody, we will be wearing the smartest clothes for the job. And that changes everything.
Who: Panel moderator:
● Robin Raskin, Founder, Living in Digital Times
Panelists:
● Vince Ball, Vice President Product Innovation Center, Nytec Inc.
● Sylvia Heisel, Creative Director, HEiSEL
● Jeremy Wall, Founder & CEO, Lumenus
● Stanley Yang, CEO, NeuroSky, Inc.
Biography: Vincent Ball, Vice President Product Innovation Center, Nytec Inc.
Vince Ball is the visionary force behind Nytec’s Product Innovation Center. Over the years, he has
expanded Nytec globally, and formed a talented interdisciplinary team to deliver industry-leading
innovative consumer lifestyle product design, engineering and manufacturing management solutions
for some of the top Fortune 50 companies. Ball leverages his innate ability to combine his deep
business experience with over two decades of design, management, and leadership expertise to
assure Nytec is able to help clients turn dreams into reality. Prior to joining Nytec, Ball led the design
and development of hundreds of consumer hardware and software products while at Microsoft.
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ABOUT NYTEC, INC.
Nytec is an award-winning, integrated consulting firm with over 40 years of proven success turning
ideas into real, first-of-a-kind, lifestyle technology products for tier-one global and Fortune 100
companies. Nytec's world-class designers, engineers, and manufacturing experts specialize in
translating complex problems, anchored around delivering the ultimate user experience into
compelling, simple solutions that span hardware, software and services. With a global footprint of
dedicated employees, able to manage highly complex projects end-to-end at their Product
Innovation Center, equipped with cutting-edge design and engineering labs. Nytec's unique business
model and sophisticated facilities allow clients to push beyond the boundaries of technology, and
creatively solve challenges across design, firmware, electrical and mechanical initiatives to engineer
complete solutions. With offices around the world, Nytec teams work seamlessly with a vast portfolio
of trusted manufacturing partners, to ensure every detail is refined, from start-to-finish, creating
exceptional design, execution, and quality. Nytec's integrated end-to-end management approach
delivers the right product, with the right experience, at the right time. For more information please
visit http://www.nytec.com or call +1.425.968.5715.
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